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Introduction
The guide to Livestock Showmanship has been prepared for 4-H members, leaders, parents,
and judges of 4-H Shows. Showmanship is defined as the act of displaying an animal to its
greatest advantage.

Prior to Entering the Ring
The guidelines in this manual are designed to assist the 4-H member to place well in their
showmanship class. There’s a lot that can be done to prepare for the class even before entering
in the show ring. 4-H Nova Scotia has resource material available on the many things that need
to be looked at before the actual show. Preparation is important for placing well in a
showmanship class.

*A Show Box Organizes Your Show Day
Various supplies will be needed at Achievement Day, and 4-H Shows for preparation of your
animal. A movable tray is handy for storing smaller items. Keeping the clippers in a small
wooden box will help keep them clean, dry, and sharp. A well-equipped show box for a 4-H Club
might include the following: (The items listed are mainly for calf project members.)
1. Feed Boxes
21. Show Halters
2. Water Buckets
22. Extra Rope Haltering
3. Soap
23. Leather Hole Punch
4. Rice root Brushes
24. Paper Towels for cleaning up
5. Scotch Comb
25. First Aid Kit
6. Hard Rubber Comb
26. Shoe Polish
7. Curry Comb
27. Baby Powder
8. Extension Cord
28. Fly Spray
9. Blower
29. Club Sign
10. Scissors
30. Water Hose & Nozzle
11. Hair Coat Dressing
31. Judging and Showmanship Books
12. Shaving Cream
32. Pens, Pencils and Markers
13. String or wire
33. Screwdriver for changing
14. Hair Spray
34. Clipper Blades
15. Pitchfork/Shovel/Wheelbarrow/Broom
35. Power Bar
16. Spray Paint or Lacquer
36. Nails and Hammer
17. Show Sticks
37. Clear/Black Magic
18. Clippers and Blades
38. Topline Brush
19. Spray bottle for Coat Dressing
39. Baby Oil
20. Rags for Coat Dressing
40. Lock for Tack Box
And, there are probably a dozen other things that could be put into your show box. There are
two real strong advantages to calf project groups having a show box. You have everything you
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ever need all in one spot and you have a place for everything which will help keep your display
area neat. Tack boxes can be prepared for needs of other project members as well.
4-H clubs and members are cautioned that there may not be space at exhibitions for large tack
boxes. Arrangements should be made beforehand with committees responsible.

Showmanship Terms
Clerk - Is the person who records the placing for various classes.
Ringmaster - Is the person who directs the animals when they are in the judging ring arena. The
Ringmaster assists the judge in moving animals into various positions in and out of the line-up.
Exhibitor - Is the person showing the exhibit.
Exhibit - Is an animal which has been prepared by the exhibitor for show purposes.
Parade - Means to move the animals around in the show ring.
Master of Ceremonies - Is the person who calls the classes, announces results, and introduces
special guests.
Stand/Display/Show - Means to stop the animal and set it up to show to its best advantage.

Show Officials
Announcer
An announcer should have a clear, distinct voice and be at ease behind a microphone. They
should be knowledgeable about the livestock being shown, pedigrees, exhibitors, as well as
have a sound knowledge and appreciation for the 4-H project.
Tips for the Announcer:
1. Be at a show early. Be organized and make sure that the show starts on time and stays on
schedule throughout the day.
2. Inform the audience about what is happening, as well, give background on the show and
the organizers.
3. Maintain continuity throughout the show, making sure there are no prolonged time lapses
between classes.
4. Give a good introduction to judges - not just once, but several times during the course of
the show.
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5. Announce any changes, additions or deletions to the show catalogue prior to the class.
6. Announce clearly and plainly class placing’s as exhibitors pick up their ribbons, or as they
are on their way out of the ring. (This requires co-operation among ringmaster, show
persons, show clerks, and the announcer).
7. Give additional recognition and background information on class winners and placing after
the class has been judged and good coverage to trophy donors and sponsors.
8. While waiting for the next class to enter the ring, run over placing’s of previous class for
those marking their show catalogues. The announcer may also wish to provide background
information on clubs competing, previous years’ champions, etc., if available.
9. Ensure show persons who will be returning for champion classes are aware of this and stand
by outside the ring until asked to return.
Ringmaster
Tips for the Ringmaster:
1. Communicate with the judge or judges regarding procedures required prior to the show
and carry out any instructions given by judges during the show.
2. Establish procedures to be followed beginning with the first class in the ring and continue
procedures throughout the show for the benefit of exhibitors, as well as spectators.
3. Assure that each exhibitor has an equal opportunity to have their animal viewed by judges
by ensuring consistent distance between exhibits, straightness of lines, evenness of circles,
etc.
4. Keep placing’s properly lined up and make room for other animals during line-up changes.
5. Inform clerk and/or announcer once judging of the class is complete.
6. Exit animals from the ring in an orderly and interesting fashion upon class completion.
Clerk
Tips for the Show Clerk:
1. Keep correct and concise placing’s for each class.
2. Provide placing’s information to announcer immediately following class completion.
3. See that class sheets are signed if required by show committee.
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4. Maintain records of special placing’s as required by show committee, (e.g. premier breeder,
premier exhibitor, etc.)
5. Ensure that judges complete expense forms.
6. Present ribbons if required.
Judge
The selection of a judge deserves a considerable amount of attention and consideration. They
should be involved in the business and knowledgeable of present-day trends. A judge should be
chosen with some consideration as to the type of function they will be asked to perform, (i.e.
size of class, level of competition, ability to give reasons, etc.) Care should be taken not to put
judges under additional pressure by requiring them to judge family members, members from
their own club or animals which they may have sold to 4-H members in the show.
Tips for the Judge:
1. Inform the ringmaster prior to the show as to the procedure you wish to follow. Consult
with the ringmaster/show committee to learn of any special rules, regulations, or
procedures set down, or of any special instruction received by members.
2. Be aware of the show time and location, number of classes, number of exhibitors in each
class, and the time allotted to the show. Arrive early enough to get prepared and consult
ringmaster, etc.
3. Be aware of time allotted for any particular classes.
4. Move exhibits in a manner allowing spectators to follow progress of class judging.
5. Be decisive and consistent in placing’s throughout the show and attempt to complete
judging within the time allotted.
6. Provide comparative reasons following class completion, using accurate and correct
terminology, showing superiority of animals and members rather than inferiority.
7. Provide reasons for all animals and members if possible, either publicly or individually. In
large classes it may not be possible to give reasons publicly for all placing’s but it is nice to
give individual comments to 4-H members.
8. Be professional in all aspects of your duty.
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Show Committee
The show committee has overall responsibility for planning and carrying out the mechanics of
the show.
Tips for The Show Committee:
1. Have equal representation of all groups eligible to compete in the show.
2. Maintain an up-to-date record of rules, regulations, and procedures pertaining to their
show. It is the show committee’s responsibility to make sure all clubs affected are informed
of changes and, particularly, that all new clubs are informed of show requirements at the
beginning of the year.
3. Be responsible for settling all disputes or problems arising from the show other than actual
placing of the animals.
4. Co-ordinate all the physical plans for the show.
5. Ensure all committee members are aware of their responsibilities
Things to Consider
• Show date, time and place
• Results Recorder and Calculator
• Scale setup, weighing and recording
• Night Watchman
• Feed and Bedding
• Check-out and Loading
• Registration Paper Checks
• Thank you’s to purchasers & supporters
• Ear Tags
• Health Checks
• Tagging
• Judge
• Arena Rental and Payment
• Barn Cleaning

• Arena Setup
• Ribbon Presentation
• Insurance
• Trophies and Awards
• Advertising
• Reporting Show and Sale Results to
Media
• Master of Ceremonies
• Contact Ringmaster/Clerk
• Canteen Services
• Barn Layout
• P.A. System
• Sponsorship
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Dress Code for Livestock Classes
Cavy/Rabbit
White lab coat or white pants and a white long-sleeved shirt. Sneakers may be worn. In overall
livestock showmanship class, hard soled shoes or boots are encouraged for members’ safety.
Beef/Market Steer
Black pants and white shirt. Hard soled shoes or boots are encouraged for members’ safety.
Dairy
White pants and white shirt. Hard soled shoes or boots are encouraged for member’s safety.
Dog Obedience
Dress pants or skirts; shirt or blouse. No jeans or T-shirts permitted. Sneakers may be worn. In
the overall grand champion class, hard soled shoes or boots are encouraged for members’
safety.
Goat/Market Goat
White or black pants and white shirt. Hard soled shoes or boots are encouraged for member’s
safety.
Horse
Helmets: All 4-H Light Horse, Miniature Horse and Draft horse members are required to wear
SEI-ASTM approved equestrian helmets that are properly fitted and fastened at all times when
riding and or driving in a horse drawn vehicle or in Gymkhana Division classes at 4-H events.
Draft Horse
Long sleeved shirt/blouse and dress pants, dree or skirt. Hard soled shoes or boots are
encouraged for all members’ safety.
Driving - “Sunday dress” attire or above dress code depending on type of vehicle being used.
English Light Horse
Jacket (optional), long sleeved shirt (if a jacket is not worn); boots; jodhpurs or breeches; ties,
stock, or choker. A whip or crop, not exceeding 75 cm (130 inches) in length, is permitted for
Hunter Hack classes only. A whip, not exceeding 120 cm (47 inches) in length, is permitted for
Dressage classes only.
Miniature Horse
Dress pants, belt, long sleeved shirt with a collar (if a jacket is not worn), boots with a heel.
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Western Light Horse
All exhibitors must wear appropriate Western attire, with long sleeves, and a boot with a heel.
A Western hat is permitted for Showmanship classes only. The hat must be on the exhibitor’s
head when entering the ring. Spurs and chaps are optional. Appropriate jeans are acceptable
attire.
Oxen
Denim jeans, plain blue shirt (not a T-shirt). Hard soled shoes or boots are encouraged for
members’ safety.
Poultry/Waterfowl/Market Turkey
White lab coat or white shirt and black or white pants. Sneakers may be worn. In overall
livestock showmanship class, hard soled shoes or boots are encouraged for members’ safety.
Sheep/Market Lamb
White shirt and black or white pants. Hard soled shoes or boots are encouraged for members’
safety.
Swine
White pants and white shirt. Hard soled shoes or boots are encouraged for member’s safety.
Please note:




Sun safety hats are permitted to be worn by 4-H’ers while showing in outdoor rings.
It is strongly recommended that all light horse members wear ASTM approved helmets
in all mounted and driving activities.
Members should also check the dress code listed in their project newsletter. In the
event that any dress code requirements have been changed after the printing of this
manual, your project newsletter will contain the most up-to-date guidelines.
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General Showmanship Score Card
Evidence of training and preparation of the animal . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 points
 Animal leads well
 Starts and stops easily
 Poses easily
 Appears accustomed to handling
 Stand quietly
 Cleanliness of animal
 Proper management and preparation prior to show
 Clipping, trimming, etc.
Showing the animal in the ring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 points
 Ease of handling the animal
 Proper leading of the animal
 Animal’s response to exhibitor’s movements
 Avoids sharp turns, over-crowding and pushing
 Poses the animal properly
 Convenient and suitable hold on lead strap or reins
 Ease of moving or positioning the animal
 Alertness and style of the animal
 Indication of good knowledge of animal’s faults and habits, and compensation
for such faults
Ring manners and appearance of show person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 points
 Clothes neat, clean, and suitable to occasion
 Full attention to task
 Avoids distractions from outside the ring
 Not over-showing
 Courteous and polite to other exhibitors and the judge
 Poise and alert
 Good knowledge of animal’s pedigree, care, and management program
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General Tips for all Livestock Snowpersons
Preparation


Be neat and clean with clothes of the recommended dress code for the particular
livestock type, and wearing boots or shoes that are suitable. Hard-soled shoes are
desirable; rubber boots or boots half laced should not be used. Nothing should be worn
that focuses attention on the handler rather than the animal. They should not chew
gum.



Make sure the animal is clean, well-groomed and well-trained. This includes recent
clipping, hoof trimming, etc. Also, the ability to stop, start, and move the animal at the
request of the judge is important.



Make sure the halter is clean and well-fitted.



Sun Safety hats are permitted to be worn by 4-H members while showing in 4-H classes
in outdoor rings.

Attitude


Be alert, but polite and courteous to the judge and fellow show persons.



Always remember to control emotions and appear keen but relaxed, regardless of
placing’s, accepting the decision of the judge in a sportsmanlike manner. Keep in mind
that the class is not over until the placing are announced, and continue showing until
out of the show ring.



Keep the animal under control at all times and make frequent glances at the judge to
watch for directions.



Be prepared to answer questions that may be asked by a judge, such as the animal’s
date of birth, whether or not the animal is bred, etc.



Be prepared to lead any animal the judge designates.



Be prompt entering the ring.
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Technique


Explicitly follow the directions of the judge.



Lead in a clockwise direction. Be prepared to change the speed and/or direction of the
walk as directed by the judge.



Do not allow the halter strap to drag on the ground, nor wrap the strap around the
hand.



Avoid “grandstanding”



Follow accepted practices in leading for each specific livestock type.



Do not fuss inappropriately with the animal when it is properly posed.



When asked to stop, try to anticipate where the animal’s front feet should be and
ideally walk it into that position.



Make sure the animal looks its best from the time it enters the ring until it leaves.

Basic Techniques


Moving around the front of the animal: Move quietly, but quickly and smoothly. Move
to give the judge the best view of the animal. Never stand between the judge and the
exhibit.



Stopping and placing the animal to advantage: Make use of the slope of the ground,
when possible, and stand the animal with the front feet level or higher than the back
feet. Recognize the conformation faults of the animal and show it in a manner that will
minimize these faults.



Move sharply to the centre of the ring when requested to do so.



Turn the animal the correct way. Unless otherwise directed, the handler should always
walk clockwise around the animal. The handler always goes around the animal, not the
animal around the handler.
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Moving from one position to another, whether up or down: The handler may move the
animal ahead, turn clockwise, and come back through the same position and directly
into the new position.



Regarding a contestant who has been moved ahead of them: Make room in lineup, and
be courteous. Being discourteous in this regard could result in discrimination.



Making a change of handlers: The conformation of the new animal should be observed
quickly and carefully in order to show it to best advantage. Place animal properly first,
then roll up the halter.

REMEMBER
Members are responsible for care, preparation and exhibition of 4-H project
animals. 4-H club leaders and/or parents should be on hand to assist members
should they encounter difficulties; however, SHOULD NOT perform duties
which members can do themselves.
GOOD LUCK AND GOOD SHOWING!
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Beef Showmanship
In showmanship, you are judged on your ability to control and present an animal to bring out
its best characteristics. The first step is preparation. Putting your time and effort into training
and halter breaking your animal to lead and stand correctly before stepping hoof on a trailer,
should be your first priority.

Equipment
Leather Show Halter - The leather show halter is used in the show ring to give a professional
presentation of your animal. Make sure that it is the correct size for your animal (there is a
difference between the size of calf and yearling halters). When on the animals head the nose
band should be half way between the eyes and the muzzle. Your halter should be cleaned and
shined and the lead strap when hanging down with the animal’s head held up should barely
graze the ground and be cut 5-6 inches higher. (*This is to avoid tripping and getting tangled
up).
When leading your animal, the shank should be held tightly and close to your animal’s head
with your right hand so that you can feel all movements of your animal. The remainder of the
shank can be either left to hang so that you have one hand on the halter or held by the left
hand with the cane. Judges opinion can differ on the proper way; the member should lead their
animal the way that they feel most comfortable. (*Never coil or loop the lead strap around your
hand, as it is dangerous and does not look professional).
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Show Stick - The show stick is used to place the animal’s hind feet. When walking, the cane is
held in the left hand by the grip, perpendicular with the pointed end downwards to the ground.
Your cane should be chin height or long enough for you to reach the back legs of your animal
while standing at its head.

Scotch Comb - Comb should be carried in your back right-hand pocket with the teeth of the
comb facing inwards to the showman’s body. The comb is used to place the hair back into place
after the judge has run their hands over the animals hide.

Showing Procedures


Circle the ring clockwise at a brisk walk, with your animal’s head up to show alertness.



While leading the animal, the showman walks on the left hand side of the animal’s head,
so that the judge will have a full side profile view of the animal.



It’s important to keep one eye on the judge (and ringmaster) and the other on your
animal at all times. A good showman knows where both the judge and ringmaster are at
all times. Always be looking for hand signals or other directions.



When the judge motions for you stop, switch the lead strap into your left hand and the
cane into your right and begin to set up the animal’s legs. Keep a straight line and the
animals head up.



Always leave several feet between yours and the next animal so that the judge can
freely move around the line up to see your animal as well as fellow competitors.
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You can place your animal’s feet with pressure on the halter combined with the use of
your show stick. Pushing back or pulling forward on the halter will cause the animal to
move its feet alone, due to the change in weight distribution. The cane is an aid to help
you placing feet.



When lined up side by side as when you are being placed, your animal legs should be
square.



When stopped in the ring, or lined up head to tail, your animal should be “Side Profiled”.
This means that the back hind leg on the showman’s’ side should be placed ahead a bit.
When the judge looks at your animal it should look like Figure 4.

Figure 4. (Judges View) Set up when viewed on the “Side Profile”


Find a spot along the underside of the calf and slowly and gently scratch the animal
with the show stick. Be calm! Increase the pressure when the judge is looking if the
animal has a weak top as this will keep the animals back from sagging.



When the judge approaches it is important to at all times allow for full view of the calf
from where ever they are standing. Keep your animal’s feet positioned and the head
held up and pointing straight ahead.



Be prepared to answer questions about your animal. (Questions may include, birth date,
sire, dam, breed, weight, best physical quality of your calf, worst physical quality and
what you are doing as a showman to fix it)



After the judge moves on to the next animal, comb hair back into place if and only if it
was touched, and make sure the animal is still set up properly.
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Lining Up


When the judge motions your placement, proceed promptly to line up, and pull in so
that you are even with the animals placed, making sure that you leave lots of space
between you and the animal above you. (So the judge can walk around and you are able
to easily place your animal’s feet).



When instructed to change place in line, lead out forward and turn the animal right.
Learn the below figures 4 - 7 to know the correct direction to take.
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Figures 4-7: Courtesy of R. Kipp Brown, “Beef Showmanship” Mississippi State University,
January 2009.http://msucares.com/pubs/publications/p2210.htm

Top Showman Tips


It’s important to train your animal with the leather halter several times before the show,
so that the animal can get used to a different halter and the jingling chain.



If you are not the first showmanship class in the ring, one should use the opportunity to
watch the first class and learn how the judge is moving the animals and what he is
asking them to do. This will better prepare you, by knowing what to expect when you
enter the ring.



It is key to be ready to enter the ring when your class is called. This means keeping track
of earlier classes and knowing the amount of time needed to have you and your animal
ready so that you can arrive early to ringside before your class. It’s also a good idea to
take your animal for a walk before you enter the ring so that they get used to the
surroundings and new noises.



If you have the chance to be first into the ring, go for it. First impressions go a long way
in the judge’s mind. It is important for the first showmen in the ring to set the pace,
leading the animal at a brisk pace in a large circle.



Always turn your animal to the right, whether it’s when changing positions or
repositioning your animal. (*This is to avoid being stepped on, if you turn the opposite
way the member is most likely guaranteed to get stepped on by their animal)



The judges first lineup is generally not their final placing’s, and therefore you shouldn’t
become discouraged or quit showing until the class is dismissed.
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Listen to the judge’s reasons. If there is something that they pinpoint that you can
improve on take that lesson and either practice it or remember it for your next show.
Build on the skills you have!



No matter your placing, at the end of your class you should feel confident knowing that
you have competed and presented yourself and your animal to the best of your ability
and in a professional manner.



A good showman will always be courteous and maintains a sportsman like attitude
throughout the show. Always maintain a positive attitude and learn by watching more
experienced showman, to help you gain helpful tips.
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Cavy Showmanship
Showing Your Cavy to the Judge (70 points)
Show person’s Actions

Judge May Take Marks For:

Carrying Your Cavy
To carry your cavy, the usual method is to grasp
the fold of skin over the shoulders with your
right hand while putting your left hand under
the rump to support the weight and lift (or
scoop) the cavy into the left arm, tucking the
head under the left elbow (or vice versa if the
handler is left handed). If the cavy prefers the
head may be left out. The most important thing
is to always have control of your cavy.

Loss of control of your cavy; No support of
the body; Unruly animal.

Posing Your Cavy
Always pose your cavy facing your left, unless a
different pose is specified by the judge. If asked
to pose to best conformation advantage, the
pose chosen depends on the breed as well as
good points or faults your cavy may have. When
asked to show a different view, the easiest
method is to use your hands on each side of the
cavy and move using smooth turns

Failure to pose the cavy to its advantage;
failure to straighten the tail when posing
for a rear view; failure to smooth out the
cavy after moving; general difficulty in
posing the cavy or failing to pose in the
view requested.

Showing the Ears
Open the ears so that the judge can see deep
into the ear. Be sure to show both ears. Using
smooth turns, move the cavy in the other
direction to show the other ear.

Failure to show both ears; failure to turn
to the other side.

Showing the Eye/Checking for Blindness
Leave cavy on the table and ensure to show
both eyes, use quarter turns to show the
opposite side. Make vertical motions near the
eye and check eyes for cloudiness.

Failure to show both eyes.

Showing the Nose
Turn the cavy over and tilt head toward the
judge to show nose clearly. If checking for
snuffles, also check the inside of the front feet
for signs of caked mucus.

Failure to have control.
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Show person’s Actions

Judge May Take Marks For:

Showing the Teeth
Turn the cavy over and while tilting head
toward judge, using thumb and index finger,
gently part the lips to show the teeth. Your
hand should be behind rather than in front of
the mouth.

Difficulty in keeping control of the cavy;
failure to part lips to expose teeth

Showing the Straightness of the Front Legs
Failure to straighten the legs; loss of
You do this by turning the cavy over and with your
control of the cavy.
hand behind the front legs push both elbows
forward causing the rabbit to straighten out the legs.

Showing the Straightness of the Hind Legs
Pick the cavy up and with its rump resting on
the mat gently run your hand down the
Failure to straighten the legs; loss of
stomach until legs are straight. You can also do
control of the cavy.
this by turning the cavy over and placing your
hand in front of the legs and pushing toward the
back which will straighten the legs.

Showing the Toenails
Flip the cavy over and show the toenails by
pushing the thumb into the center of the paw.
Push back fur with index finger if necessary to
see the toenails. Don’t forget to show the
dewclaw on the front feet. Be sure to show all
four feet unless instructed otherwise.

Failure to show the dewclaw. Failure to
show the nails on all four feet. Inability to
keep control of the animal or show the
toenails. Cavy with overly long nails.

Checking the Hocks
Show bottom of back feet to the judge, rubbing
the fur to check for thickness of fur on the hock
of for signs of soreness or bare patches.

Failure to show both hocks

Checking the Sex
Show the sex to the judge. Clamp tail between
index and second finger; place thumb below
vent area; and push toward front of cavy. Show
the testicles if a male. Return to posted
position.

Failure to check sex. Incorrect
identification of the sex. Failure to check
the testicles on a male. Control problems.

Showing the Tail
Sit the cavy on the table and turn it so that its
hind end is facing the judge. Straighten the tail
by gently pulling upward.

Leaving the cavy sitting on tail.
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Show person’s Actions
Checking Fur Quality, Cleanliness,
Condition and Density
Stroke the fur toward the cavy’s head showing
fur going back to normal position to show
quality and cleanliness. Stroke cavy from head
to rear and show your clean hand to the judge
to show the fur condition.

Judge May Take Marks For:

Unclean, stained animal. Animals in poor
condition, animals with diseases. Not
knowing the difference between quality,
condition, and density.

Appearance, Actions and Knowledge of General Cavy Information (30 points)
Show person’s Actions
Appearance (10 points)
Be neat and appropriately dressed for the
occasion. Be sure to check the required dress
code for rabbits as listed in the front of this
manual.

Judge May Take Marks for:
Unclean apparel, no footwear, chewing
gum, long hair falling on cavy, long neck
tie that interferes, unsafe or unsuitable
clothing, wearing a hat (with the exception
of a sun-safe hat in an outdoor ring).

Action (10 points)
Carry out actions in a confident manner, always
being considerate of your animal, fellow show
persons, and the judge. The judge should have
your attention at all times so that they don’t
have to come to you to get your attention to
move your rabbit or take some other action. Eye
contact is very important. If asked to move to
another position on the table, pick up your
animal and move behind other show persons.
Make sure to move in the appropriate direction
to allow someone else to move into a space as
they were instructed.

Unnecessary pauses or slowness,
repetition of movements, routine not in
order, rough handling of animals,
awkward movements, failure to follow
instruction, lack of eye contact.

Knowledge (10 points)
Be prepared to answer questions about your
cavy with reference to parts, faults,
disqualifications, eliminations, breed and variety Inability to answer questions correctly.
characteristics, especially of the breed you
show; and general cavy raising information,
such as diseases, feeding, breeding, etc.
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Dairy Showmanship
The goal of showmanship is to present and lead an animal in a way that minimizes
conformation faults, and allows the animal to be displayed to its best advantage. The following
are some of the procedures for dairy showmanship as recommended in Holstein Canada’s
“Leading the Way” manual. If you would like a copy of that information, please contact Holstein
Canada.

Before the Showmanship Class


Your calf should be halter broken, and well trained.



It is essential to wash your calf numerous times. This helps to clean the calf, make her
calmer to work with, and makes the hair easier to clip.



An experienced hoof trimmer should ensure that the feet are well shaped, and that the
calf moves with ease.



A calf should be clipped a couple of times prior to a show.



A good fitting halter enhances the appearance of an animal's head. Approximately three
loops in a short lead strap is most manageable.



Holding the throat enhances the general appearance of the head and neck. It is a
common practice. Practice holding the halter and throat properly so your motion in the
ring will appear smooth and easy.

During the Showmanship Class
Entering the ring - After the judge or ring assistant motions you into the ring, walk briskly
forward with your animal. It is important to allow for sufficient spacing between the calves in
front of you to allow both you and the judge to maneuver easily. Move in a clockwise direction.
Avoid hugging the outside of the ring to allow the judge to view your animal from both sides. If
holding the throat provides a more dairy appearance to the animal, it should be held when
entering the ring.
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During the Class - Once all the calves are in the showmanship ring, walk slowly backwards in
the ring with good spacing between the calves. Keep in mind that the judge assesses numerous
things during the showmanship class. The judge will evaluate you from the time you enter the
ring until the completion of the class.

The judge will observe the following:














A properly fitted halter
Correct spacing between your calf and the previous one
Dress code adhered to
A well-presented calf
The calf handling well
A calf with good head carriage
You and the calf moving in unison
The calf's head tipped slightly when the hide is felt
The calf set up quickly and correctly when stopped
The calf's head and top line aligned straight when the judge views from the rear.
Equal attention paid to both the calf and judge; also be aware of the where the calf in
front of you and behind you are in relation to your calf
From behind, the calf straight from nose to tail
Control of the calf

When the judge motions for a stop in order to walk around the calf, lead it into an attractive
standing position. The hind leg closest to the judge should be back slightly. As the judge moves
around your animal, go ahead one-half step. When the judge returns to the other side, or to the
centre of the ring, move ahead another one-half step. This should be done smoothly, and not
be over-exaggerated. The animal should always be balanced when standing. When pulled into
the lineup, walk smartly forward with the shank and lead strap in the right hand.
Upon reaching the lineup, turn, and using the left hand, lead the calf into place, setting it up to
advantage. The tail head should be adjusted, and the loin pinched, as necessary. Use the halter
to move the animal ahead or back, if the rear feet require repositioning. Maintain a uniform
lineup with the front feet of the animals in line.
You should line your animal up with the head of the first animal in the class. If you are the first
one in the lineup, follow the instructions of the ring steward regarding where to start the
lineup.
Keep your animal alert, and be aware of the judge's location at all times. Watch that the calf's
rear feet are always properly positioned. The first calf only in the lineup should have its outside
hind leg forward. As the judge moves down a lineup, keep your animal straight with good
spacing between it and others. Use the right hand on the point of shoulder, with the left hand
holding the halter to control your calf, if necessary.
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When in a line up, remember the following:
•

You will be discriminated against if you move excessively in and out of line without
instruction from the judge. There may be times when a heifer is particularly unruly for a
number of reasons, and move in and out of the line excessively. In such cases, use good
sportsmanship, respect the other calves and members in the lineup and be aware of your
personal safety, as well as that of the members and calves around you.

•

Don't circle with your animal without instruction from the judge, don’t leave spaces in the
lineup and don’t crowd animals too tightly side by side

•

Stand to the side so that with minimal movement, you can observe the judge easily. This
also allows the judge to view the front of your animal.

•

You may permit the calf's head to follow the judge until it becomes awkward to do so.

•

After the judge motions for you to circle from a lineup, walk ahead until the judge focuses
attention back to the moving animals. Then turn and walk backwards, leading with the left
hand.

•

When the judge indicates for you to move into line, take the lead shank in the right hand
and move briskly into the designated spot.

Moving up or down in the line
•

Take the halter in the right hand, walk forward, continue clockwise around the calf, and
back through the hole.

•

Going around the calf, take the lead strap in the left hand, and into the new position.

•

Calves in line should be moved to make room for your animal.

•

An alternate permissible method of changing position, if easily managed, is backing your
animal out of line.

Other:
Respond promptly, if motioned to move ahead when circling. Take the halter in the right hand
and move up quickly on the inside. An animal of manageable size is quite often easier to
handle, especially in this situation.
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Keep the animal in clear view of the judge. Do not stand between the judge and your calf. You
could be requested to lead counter-clockwise off the top of the line in conformation or
showmanship classes. If this happens, walk backwards with the left hand holding the lead
shank.

Avoid unacceptable actions that detract from showmanship:








Walking backwards slowly into the
ring
Sidestepping
Displaying a tense behaviour
Projecting a "no care attitude"
Showing with a long, stiff arm
Keeping your elbow up
Crouching







Positioning yourself too far ahead of
the calf
Holding the calf improperly with the
hand and halter up in the air
Holding the calf's nose too high
Twisting the calf's head
Tucking the lead strap through the
belt loop



Recommendation dress, see “Dress Code For Livestock Classes” in the front of this manual.



Fundamental in showmanship is a well fitted halter which improves the appearance of your
animal’s head. Bulky rope halters or wide leather beef-type halters should not be used. The
halter should be clean and have a manageable length of chain and strap. The most
acceptable method of leading is with your hand under the chain and halter along with two
(2) to three (3) loops. For safety, do not put your finger through the ring.



The proper method of entering the ring is to hold your neatly coiled lead in your right hand
and walk briskly forward until all animals are in the ring or until the judge or ring clerk
indicates otherwise. The correct spacing between your calf and the one in front of you
should be maintained to around a calf length 1.5 - 1.8 m (5 - 6 feet). This allows both you
and the judge to manoeuver easily. Holding the throat may provide a more dairy
appearance to the animal.



Lead at a graceful walk in a clockwise direction, with the animal’s head high enough for
impressive style and correct head carriage. The show person should be prepared to change
the speed of the walk at the direction of the judge. You and your calf should move in
unison. On the move, good positioning in relation to your calf will allow you to maintain
control.



Move at the speed of the rest of the class. Moving too slow, crouching, leaning on your calf,
not being alert, and showing a “no care attitude” are discriminated against.



Follow accepted practices in leading. It is general practice to walk backwards, holding the
shank in your left hand, while being judged. Pay equal attention to both your calf and the
judge.
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Lead from the left front of the animal, except briefly when it is necessary to adjust the tail
head or pinch the loin. When the judge motions for a stop in order to walk around the calf,
try to lead your calf into an attractive standing position. Do not adjust the hind legs by
stepping on the feet. Do this by applying pressure on the halter and point of shoulder, with
the fingers of your right hand. It is acceptable to set the front legs with your feet. Be certain
your calf is straight from nose to tail when viewed from behind. You need to be in control of
your calf at all times. When stopped, have a good hold on your calf with your left hand and
have your right hand on the point of her shoulder.



As the judge moves around to view the other side of your animal, move the calf ahead one
half step. When the judge returns to the other side, or center of the ring, move ahead
another half step. While standing behind your calf, the judge may ask you to walk ahead so
he/she can evaluate your animal from the rear. Walk in a straight line and be sure to keep
her top line straight when viewed from the rear.



Do not stand between the judge and your animal. Provide a clear view of your exhibit. Move
out of the way calmly so not to draw attention to yourself in the process.



Turn the animal’s head toward the judge when he/she is handling the hair and hide. The
judge is checking for the pliability of the hide and dairy character.



If the person in front of you is having difficulty moving his/her calf, it is good sportsmanship
to help encourage the calf to move. If you need to pass this calf or are instructed to by the
judge, always pass on the outside.



Walk quickly with the shank and lead strap in the right hand, when pulled into line from the
outside of the ring. Upon reaching the lineup, turn, and using your left hand, lead your calf
into place, setting it up to its best advantage. You may need to adjust the tail head but do
not fuss too much. Do your part to keep the line uniform with your calf’s head in line with
the first calf in the lineup. Ensure your calf is properly spaced to approximately 1 foot
between calves. Use your hand to steady the calf and maintain an attractive head carriage.
Be prepared to make room for another calf in the lineup if the judge moves another calf
beside yours in the lineup.



Moving from one position in line to the other, whether up or down, the handler should
move the animal ahead, turn clockwise, come back through the same position and go
directly to the position indicated. This should be done quickly with your calf under control
at all times. You should only back your animal out of line to switch to the position the judge
indicates it will be a smoother and quicker move.



When making a change in handlers, the conformation of the new animal should be
observed quickly and the animal should be set-up to its’ best advantage.
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Dog Handling and Showmanship
Dog Showmanship demonstrates your knowledge of handling and posing your dog. Throughout
the showmanship class, the judge will evaluate your skills, attitude and appearance, your dog’s
appearance, and your ability to work with your dog as a team!

The Show person
Dress Code - See the “Dress Code for Livestock Classes” section at the front of this manual.
Knowledge - Be knowledgeable about your dog’s body parts/anatomy so you can answer
questions if necessary. Be aware of your dog’s good and bad conformation points so you can
correct its faults when you are showing.

The Dog
Grooming - It is important in showmanship that your dog be clean and its coat free from loose
hair and mats. Ears should be clean and toe nails should be properly trimmed.
Proper Presentation - The proper posing or stacking method for all dogs with the exception of
the German Shepard is to stand four square. If needed you can bait your dog so it will exhibit
the proper expression when standing. Try to be subtle in your movements and don’t’ be
distracting to the judge. The dog is always on your LEFT side with the lead held in your left
hand. In showmanship, a smaller, shorter lead is used than in obedience. Ideally, the length
should be from the show person’s hip to the dog’s neck (with head held erect). The collar
should be a link collar, choker chain or a nylon collar.
If your dog is a German Shepherd, the head poses up and forward with a loose lead. Ears should
be erect, and the pasterns are not perpendicular to the floor. The rear leg farthest from the
judge is placed under the body and the tail drapes between the rear legs. The handler should
stand at or near the dog’s head.
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During the Showmanship Class


Dogs should be lined up from largest to smallest and enter the ring in this order.



The judge will usually direct you in a counter-clockwise direction. Always remember to
keep your dog between you and the judge.



When moving in a circle, show your dog at a trot, moving smoothly on a loose lead,
parallel to you and in control. The dog’s head should be level with its back or higher. No
sniffing.



After you have circled several times, the judge will signal for exhibitors to line up, head
to tail, along one side of the ring. Your dog should stand comfortably and alert in a
stacked position.



The judge will inspect each dog. You will be asked to bring your dog in front of the
judge, stack it and pose according to the breed standards or the breed it most
resembles. Small breeds may be shown on a table to enable the judge to examine more
easily if one is available.



The judge will ask to see your dog’s teeth. Place your hand over the muzzle, just behind
the nose, with the thumb and fingers over the canine teeth and gently pull back and up.
This will show the bite and cleanliness of the teeth.



The judge will walk around your dog and run their hand over your dog checking for
grooming and condition of your dog. Your dog should stand still and relaxed with no
reaction. If your dog moves, correct it gently. Be sure to move so your dog is always
between the judge and yourself.

Gaiting
After the judge has examined your dog, they will ask you to gait or move out. Depending on the
judge and/or your level they may ask you to move in a “Triangle”, “L”, or “T” pattern.
Regardless of the pattern, before gaiting your dog, honour the judge by doing a courtesy in
front of the judge before starting your pattern. Be sure your dog is under control and go away
from the judge in a straight line. Gait your dog at a brisk trot or the natural gait of its breed. The
judge will be looking for the member who presents their dog the best whether it be forward,
side and/or rear movement with no gallop or uneven gait.
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Triangle Pattern
Courtesy turn, straight away approximately
25 feet left turn and another 25 feet, and then
left turn again and then straight toward judge
completing the triangle. Stop in front of judge,
present dog and bait if needed. Move back to
end of line when signalled by judge.

“L” Pattern
Courtesy turn, straight away and turn left.
To reverse the pattern, change hands on the
lead and turn dog towards you as smoothly as
possible. At the corner of the
“L” turn right and straight toward the judge.
Present dog in natural pose and bait if
needed. Move back to end of line when
signalled by the judge.

“T” Pattern
Courtesy turn, straight away and turn left.
About turn, changing hands to put dog on right.
Gait to the other end of the ring. About turn,
changing hands to put dog on left. Left turn,
return to judge. Larger or fast moving dogs
should do a right circle before they return to the
judge. Present dog in natural pose and bait if
needed. Move back to end of line when
signalled by judge.
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Tips on Showing
The following points are important when showing your dog. When posing your dog, keep him
between yourself and the judge. As the judge moves around your dog, step backward or
forward, so you do not block the judge’s view. Move around your dog with alertness and
smoothness. Your positions and the moves you make should be well rehearsed. After the judge
has examined your dog and has turned away, be prepared for them to glance back for a final
look.
The temperament of your dog is very important. You can lose points if your dog is aggressive or
shy when examined by the judge. If the dog growls or attempts to bite, they will probably be
dismissed from the class. Always have your dog under control and keep your composure. If your
dog moves its foot or if the judge moves it, correct it as soon as it does not interfere with the
activities of the judge.
Do not be distracted by friends or relatives along the ringside. Give full attention to showing
your dog (but always keep one eye on the judge). Continue to show until all the dogs have been
placed and also as you leave the ring.
Learning to show a dog to its best advantage takes time and practice. You can learn by watching
professional dog handlers and by studying pictures of your breed in dog magazines to learn the
correct position of the tail and the general style you should present.
If your dog sits occasionally when it should stand, it can be corrected with a bit of training. Use
a training collar for obedience and a show lead for breed shows. This distinction may help your
dog to identify the performance that is appropriate.
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Draft Horse Showmanship
The Handler
Be neat, clean, and quietly dressed. Attire should be suitable for the show ring and the job at
hand and fit properly without being loose or too tight. See “Dress Code for Livestock Classes” in
the front of this manual.
Acknowledge the judge on entry to the ring. A nod and smile will do.

The Horse


The condition and general appearance should show thriftiness, yet be neither too fat
nor too thin.



The hair should be smooth and glossy, and the mane and tail glossy.



The horse should be free from dirt, dust, dandruff, and straw. The mane and tail is to be
braided and clean.



The feet should be clean and trimmed. If shod, proper fitted with a wide heel.



Stallions over one year of age are not permitted for use in 4-H.

In the Ring
Draft horses may be shown in a halter or a bridle; however, a bridle provides a greater level of
control. Halters and bridles shall be properly fitted. If cost is an issue, members should not be
deducted points for using a clean properly fitted halter versus a bridle. Show halters/bridles are
usually white in colour.
Draft horses may enter the ring at a slow trot or a walk, depending on the comfort and
experience level of the handler. As always in 4-H, safety is the main concern especially when
working with such large animals.
Watch the judge. Keep on the left side of the horse, just ahead of the shoulder, reasonably
close to the head but not in front of him. The rope is usually folded up and held in the hand
with which the horse is being led. Since the first requirement in showing a draft horse is to have
him under control, he is not given very much rope when he is shown. This length of rope from
the hand to the halter will probably vary from 15 - 45 cm (6 - 18 inches) and will depend on
whether the horse is being walked, trotted, or stood up for the judge. Some grooms carry a
short stick or whip when showing horses.
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You will be asked to show your horse in action at a walk and trot. When your turn comes, lead
the horse to the spot indicated by the person in charge and face in the direction you are to go.
Hesitate just long enough to stand the horse squarely on the line ready to walk out in a
balanced, true way of going. Walk to the person standing at the other end of a straight line.
Move in a brisk, alert manner and allow enough slack in the lead rope for the horse’s head to
move freely.
Stay in the position in relation to the head and neck previously described and don’t block the
judge’s view of the horse’s feet. When you reach the end of the line, stand the horse squarely
and wait for the signal to go back.
When told to turn and trot back, always turn to the right. This causes the turn to be made in a
collected and safe manner and gets the horse into a straight line action more quickly than if the
turn is made to the left.
Hold your right arm straight out, gripping the lead rope close to the halter and begin walking to
the right around your horse. Hold him back slightly to cause him to pivot on his hind legs. If the
turn is made properly, the animal will end up standing in his own tracks, facing the other
direction.
You are now facing back to the starting point. Hesitate just long enough to have your horse
balanced and ready to go. Trot to the other end of the line, always working on the side. The
horse should move freely at the walk and trot in a straight, stylish action, indicating some
determination. Move at the speed which shows the horse to best advantage. Check this speed
with some knowledgeable person before show time. The person showing the horse, particularly
at the trot, should show some knee action; however, this should not be overdone. Stop the
horse quietly in a collected manner. As soon as the action of the horse has been demonstrated,
he should be “set up” with reasonable promptness back in your place in line or a position
indicated by the judge.
NOTE: Braiding of manes and tails is scored in a separate class and should not be judged in this
class.
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Goat Showmanship
The Show Person
The show person should be clean, neat, and well-dressed in white. It is a good idea is to wear
coveralls over your whites and remove them just prior to entering the ring. This avoids getting
clothes dirtied while preparing the animal. Recommended dress code is listed in the front of
this manual. It is recommended that long hair be tied back so as not to get into the show
person’s eyes. As well, hats are permitted in outdoor rings for protection from the sun.

The Animal


Condition and thriftiness should show good normal growth and fat cover. (neither too
fat or too thin)



Hair should be clean and properly groomed. Careful, special feeding six weeks prior to
show day will ensure a bloom to the coat. A good deal of brushing and hand work on the
hair and skin will improve the quality.



Hoofs should be trimmed and shaped to enable animal to walk and stand naturally.
Always trim at least 10 days prior to show day to ensure your goat is not lame for the
show.



All animals must be neatly disbudded if not naturally hornless. It is recommended that
mature goats and older goats be dehorned by a veterinarian.



Clipping the animal all over is recommended if weather permits. Allow sufficient time
for growth of neat coat before the show to ensure smoothness. Trim ears and tail,
leaving tassels on end of tail. Members are reminded that goats do not have to be fully
shaved when exhibiting at the 4-H Nova Scotia Provincial Show, and all will be judged
equally (fully shaved or not).



The goat should be clean all over. Freedom from stains is important. Special attention is
paid to knees, legs, feet, tail area, nose, and ears.

Leading the Animal


Enter the ring leading at a normal walk, in a clockwise direction. Walk on the left side,
holding collar in right hand.



Goat should lead readily and respond quickly. Regular leading and posing several weeks
prior to show day will be helpful.
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The lead equipment should be either a leather collar (saddle soaped before show), or a
small link chain properly fitted. It is recommended that dairy goats use a small link chain
as this makes the neck appear longer and more dairy. A leather collar is preferred for
meat goats.



As you are circling the ring, be sure to keep the goat between you and the judge.



Keep the lead chain under the jaw rather than on the neck. This will avoid choking. Lead
with animal’s head held high enough to allow for natural, attractive style and carriage.



Be courteous to other show persons. Gently tap a stopped animal a few times before
passing.



If it is necessary to pass a stopped animal, always pass on the outside of the other
animal.

Posing the Animal
When posing the animal, avoid exaggerated positions such as crossing behind the goat. Always
cross in front of your goat when changing leads. Never cross over or behind your animal.


Stand or squatting position is preferred as it allows the showperson to move more freely
and smoothly around the goat. Do not place your knee on the ground.



Stand animal with front feet squarely beneath and hind feet slightly spread. Face animal
upgrade with slight incline where possible. Neither crowd other exhibitors nor leave too
much space when leading into a side-by-side position.



Move around your animal calmly and naturally.



If asked to show the teats reach over and pick up the opposite hind leg, to allow judge
to view them.



When judge changes placing, lead animal forward out of line, down or up to the place
directed, and into the new position. These signals to others on each side to make room.
Keep in mind the location of the judge when moving from one placing to another.



To step animal ahead, use slight pull on collar. If the animal steps badly out of place,
return animal to position by leading forward and making a clockwise circle back through
your position in line. Replace animal as quickly and inconspicuously as possible.
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Always walk the animal away from the judge in a straight line. When moving two
animals off at same time for judge, lead animals close together, side by side, to allow for
comparison.



Be sure to leave enough room between yourself and the animal in front of you when
walking; and with the animals beside you in a lineup.

Show Animal to Best Advantage
Recognize conformational strong points and weaknesses of your animal. Strive to overcome the
faults and enhance the good points.

Poise, Alertness and Courteous Attitude







Keep an eye on the judge and respond to requests quickly.
Be aware of your animal’s position at all times.
Do not be distracted by people or activities outside the ring. Do not “chat” with fellow
competitors while showing.
Be courteous, sportsmanlike and respecting of other exhibitors and the judge’s opinion.
The best showman shows the animal, not themselves.
Continue exhibiting until the entire class has been placed, the judge has given reasons
and the class is dismissed.
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Light Horse Showmanship
General
Showmanship is judged on the exhibitor’s ability to fit and show a horse at halter with the
horse merely being a prop to demonstrate the ability and preparation of the exhibitor. It is not
a halter class and should not be judged as such. The ideal performance consists of a poised,
confident, neatly attired exhibitor leading a well-groomed and conditioned horse that quickly
and efficiently performs the pattern with promptness, smoothness and precision. Judge should
post any patterns at least one hour prior to the class. Patterns should be designed to test the
showman’s ability to effectively present a horse to the judge.

Class Procedure
Exhibitors may enter the ring as a group and then work individually, or may be worked from the
gate. The following manoeuvres are acceptable: lead at a walk, jog, trot, extended trot or back
in a straight or curved line, stop, turn 90o (1/4), 180o (½), 270o (3/4), 360o (full turn), or any
combination of these manoeuvres. Exhibitors must set the horse up squarely for inspection.

Scoring
Exhibitors to be scored from 0 to 20 with ½ point increments acceptable. Ten points should be
toward overall appearance and ten points toward performance.
Overall Appearance of Exhibitor and Horse (10 points)
- Overall poise, confidence, appearance and position throughout the class and physical
appearance of the horse.


Appearance and Position of Exhibitor: Appropriate attire to type of horse being shown appropriate Western, Hunt Seat or Saddle Seat attire to match type of horse being
shown. Neat and clean



Poised, confident, courteous and genuinely sportsmanlike at all times. Quickly recognize
and correct positioning of the horse. Continue showing until the class has been placed
and they have been excused. Appear businesslike and avoid excessive or unnatural body
positions.



Lead on the horse’s left side positioned between the horse’s eye and shoulder and
holding the lead or reins in the right hand near the halter or bit with the excess
lead/reins held safely coiled or folded in the left hand. Arms should be bent at the elbow
with the elbows close to the sides and in a natural position.
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Position while turning to the right is same as leading but facing toward the horse and
having the horse move away. Backing - turn toward rear of horse with right hand
extended across chest and walk forward as horse moves backward.
When setting up angle toward horse and preferably use the Quarter Method when
presenting the horse. Do not obstruct the judge’s view or crowd other exhibitors.
Change sides with minimal steps and assume the same angled position towards horse.
Handling should be done from the left side of the horse. Do not stand directly in front of
the horse or touch it with hands or feet, or visibly cue the horse by pointing their feet at
the horse during the set-up.

Appearance of Horse


Body condition and fitness should be assessed - coat clean, brushed; mane, tail, forelock
and wither tuft may not contain ornaments but may be braided or banded for English or
Western. Length of mane or tail may vary, but must be neat, clean and free of tangles.
Mane may be roached but forelock and wither tuft must remain. Bridle path, eyebrows
and long hair on the head and legs should be clipped.



Hooves should be properly trimmed. If shod, shoes should fit correctly. Must be clean
and may be painted black or with hoof dressings, or shown naturally.



Tack should fit properly and be neat, clean and in good repair.

Performance (10 points)


Perform the work accurately, precisely, smoothly and with a reasonable amount of
speed. The horse should lead, stop, back, turn and set up willingly, briskly and readily
with minimal visible or audible cuing. Failure to follow pattern, knocking over or working
on the wrong side of cones, or severe disobedience will not result in disqualification, but
should be penalized severely and the exhibitor should not place above an exhibitor that
completes the pattern correctly. Excessive schooling/training, willful abuse, or loss of
control of the horse by the exhibitor shall be cause for disqualification.



The horse should be lead directly to and away from the judge in a straight or curved line
and track briskly and freely at the gait instructed. The horse’s head and neck should be
straight and in line with its body.



The stop should be straight, prompt, smooth, and responsive with the body remaining
straight.
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The backup should be willing with the head, neck and body aligned in a straight or
curved line as instructed.



When turning 90 degrees or less, the horse should be turned to the left. On turns of
more than 90 degrees, the horse should be turned to the right, pivoting on the right
hind leg while stepping across and in front of the right leg with the left front leg.



The horse should set up quickly with the feet squarely underneath the body. Exhibitor
does not have to reset a horse that stops square.

Faults - Can be minor, major or severe as determined by the judge
Deductions are: minor - ½ to 4 points; major – 4 ½ or more; severe - avoids elimination, but
should be placed below all other exhibitors who completed the pattern correctly. A minor fault
can become a major fault, or a major fault become severe when the degree and/or frequency
of the infraction(s) merits, (i.e. continuously jerking on the lead).

Faults in Over Appearance of Exhibitor and Horse







Poorly groomed, conditioned or trimmed horse
Dirty, ragged or poorly fitted halter/bridle or lead
Poor or improper position of exhibitor
Excessively stiff, artificial or unnatural movement around horse or when leading.
Continuous hold of chain portion of lead or shank coiled tightly around hand or dragging
on ground.
Changing hands or placing both hands on lead, except when preparing to show horse’s
teeth.

Faults of Performance
•
•
•
•
•
•

Horse drifting when being lead, stopping crooked or dropping a hip when standing
Backing, leading or turning sluggishly or crooked
Not set up squarely or excessive time required to set up
Failure to maintain pivot foot, stepping behind right front leg with left front leg when
turning to the right
Horse holding head/neck crooked when leading, stopping or backing
Failure to perform manoeuvres at designated markers, but horse is on pattern

Severe Faults of Overall Appearance
(avoids disqualification but should be placed below other exhibitors that do not incur a
severe fault)


Leading on the off or right side of the horse
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Complete failure to move around horse and obstructing judge’s view
Exhibitor touching horse or kicking or pointing their feet at the horse’s feet during set
up
Standing directly in front of the horse
Exhibitor wearing spurs or chaps

Severe Fault of Performance
(avoids disqualification but should be placed below other exhibitors that do not incur a
severe fault)
•
•
•
•

Omission or addition of manoeuvres
Knocking over a cone
Working on the wrong side of cones
Severe disobedience - including rearing, pawing, kicking at another horse, exhibitor or
judge, horse continuously circling the exhibitor.

Disqualification
(should not be placed)
•
•
•
•

Loss of control of horse that endangers exhibitor, other horses or exhibitors, or judge including the horse escaping from the exhibitor
Failure of exhibitor to wear correct number in a visible manner
Willful abuse
Excessive schooling or training, use of artificial aids

Suggested Final Scoring
-

on a basis of 0 - 20

20 - Excellent performance; completes pattern accurately, quickly, smoothly and precisely.
Demonstrates a high level of professionalism. Horse is fit, well groomed. Exhibitor is neat, clean
and appropriately dressed.
18 - 19 - Generally excellent performance with one minor fault in the execution of the pattern
or appearance of exhibitor or horse. Overall execution of the pattern is excellent and exhibitor
is highly professional.
16 - 17 - Good pattern execution with one or two minor faults in performance or appearance.
Exhibitor is reasonably professional in presentation of horse.
14 - 15 - Average pattern and lacks quickness and precision or commits two or more minor
faults in performance or appearance. Horse is not presented to its best advantage.
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12 - 13 - One major fault or several minor faults in performance and/or appearance that
prevents an effective presentation of the horse.
10 - 11 - Two major faults or many minor faults in the performance and/or appearance of
exhibitor and horse.
6 - 9 - Several major faults or one severe fault in the performance and/or appearance of
exhibitor and horse. Exhibitor demonstrates complete lack of professionalism in showing the
horse or commits a severe fault.
1 - 5 - Exhibitor commits one or more severe faults, but does complete the class and avoids
disqualification.

Tips for 4-H Show person:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Refer to “Dress Code for Livestock Classes” in the manual.
Expensive clothing and tack are not necessary - dress in accordance to horse being
shown.
Clothing and tack must be neat, clean and fit properly - i.e. boots polished, halter clean
Hats are to be worn - make note that a certified equestrian safety helmet is allowable in
any Light Horse Class, including Showmanship.
Keep hair neat and contained.
Do not wear spurs unless mounted.
Do Not Chew Gum - whether in Showmanship or riding at any time.
No talking between exhibitors.
Recognize your horse’s faults of conformation and try to minimize these faults when
showing it.
Keep your eyes on your horse; watch the judge’s position at all time; be aware of safety
issues near you.
Keep a safe distance from other animals in your class.
Be pleasant and pay attention.
Show your horse until the class has left the ring.
It is recommended to use the “Quarter Method” of moving around the horse.
Know your pattern.
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Market Turkey Showmanship
General


The confidence and ability displayed by the member and the bird’s response suggests
previous work done with the bird. Handle the bird often before showing so they show well.



The bird should be displayed in neat, properly constructed cages. The name of the exhibitor
should be on each cage. The cage should have a hinged or sliding door to enable ease when
removing birds from the cage. The cage should meet all requirements of size set out by the
4-H Nova Scotia program. Please refer to the Market Turkey Project Newsletter for more
information.



The show person should be dressed according to 4-H guidelines. See front of this manual for
more information.



Bird should be removed head first from the cage. The bird should be placed back in the cage
head first.

The Showmanship Class


Turkeys are exhibited walking on the ground, using a cane similar to swine showmanship.
Turkeys can be trained with relative ease. Walk in a clockwise fashion as indicated by the
judge, use the cane to guide the bird; forward, right, left and to slow down (with handle) as
required in order to keep the bird moving clockwise around the ring. When the judge ask to
pose the bird calmly stop the bird, squat or kneel (one knee) beside the bird. With the left
hand in front of the neck with an open palm (DO NOT GRASP the NECK), place the birds feet
with your right hand. Now you are able to show the parts of the bird as requested by the
judge.



Turkey showmanship is very similar to poultry showmanship except that the turkey remains
standing on the ground rather than being held due to their size. Refer to the poultry
showmanship section of this manual for information on showing specific parts of the bird.



The judge may ask members questions regarding parts, disqualifications, etc. to test a
member’s knowledge.



To show the breast bone of the bird gently kneel (one knee) beside the bird. Reach over the
bird and grasp the bird’s legs with your right hand. Your right arm should control the wings.
Gently roll the bird onto your thigh and expose the breast bone with your index and middle
finger.
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Miniature Horse Showmanship
Appearance of Horse
conformation not to be a factor





Conditioning
Grooming (Clean coat, mane & tail free of tangles, hooves properly trimmed and clean)
Trimming (Mane & tail pulled, trimmed, flowing according to breed and type, trim ears, long
hair on jaw, legs and pasterns)
Tack (Leather or nylon should be soft, supple and clean. All brass fittings or chrome fittings
should be shined. All tack must be in good repair and fit properly)

Showing in Ring
Leading – Enter the ring at an alert walk. Walk in the direction indicated by the judge (generally counter
clockwise). Walk on the animal’s left side holding the lead shank in your right hand near the halter. The
remainder of the lead is held safely and neatly in the left hand. Animal should lead at a ready walk.
When moving a horse individually, be sure the judge has a clear view of the animal’s action. Allow the
animal enough lead that it can move freely in a straight line. The exhibitor should perform the
showmanship pattern as directed by judge or ring steward.
Posing – When posing your animal, members should stand towards the front of the animal in a position
that you can always see the judge. Animals are shown on the halves to facilitate easier movement
between members and the judge (Resolution from 2012 Annual Meeting). Members should lead their
animal straight to the judge so they can evaluate the front leg movement. Once the horse is in front of
the judge the animal should be squarely set up for inspection. Members should move around to the side
of the horse as the judge walks around. The judge should have full view of the animal at all times. It
shows greater control and training if the horse stays still as the member moves from side to side. When
the judge moves to their position in front of the horse the exhibitor should move to the left side of the
animal. When animal moves from the judge it should travel in a straight line so the judge can observe
the horse’s rear leg movement.
Poise and Alertness – The animal and the show person should be alert at all times and aware of the
judge’s position. The show person should exhibit sportsmanlike behavior. Show your animal at all times
and respond quickly to questions and requests from judge.
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Poultry Showmanship
A poultry show person is one who has learned the art of selecting, fitting and presenting
poultry to advantage at a show. The confidence and ability displayed by the member and the
bird's response suggests the amount of previous work done with the bird. The appearance of
the bird and knowledge of the show person in response to questions about parts, defects,
disqualifications, diseases, breed, and variety characteristics of the bird shows an ability to
select and fit for show.

Appearance
Although your bird may not be the ideal specimen and confirmation will not be judged in the
showmanship class it should still be clean, healthy and free of disease.

Holding Your Chicken
Place your left hand beneath the body with the index finger between the legs and the
remaining three fingers grasping one leg and the thumb the other. The bird’s head should be
tucked under the elbow with right hand placed on the back. Do not place the bird on the table
until the judge asks.

Exhibiting Your Chicken
When showing the bird, hold it in the hand with the bird resting along the flat of the arm from
the wrist to the elbow. The hand holds the legs tightly in order to avoid escape by the bird. The
other hand can be used to stroke the bird along the back or to open the wing or turn the head,
etc., as requested by the judge. Poultry are exhibited on a table. Pose the bird on the table. It is
most natural to place the bird on the table facing your left. Pose the bird to show it to
advantage. This varies from one breed to the next. In general, be sure the bird is standing erect
and is alert; also be sure the bird is standing squarely.
While your bird is standing on the table and you are awaiting instruction from the judge, if
necessary you may place a hand in front of the bird to prevent it from walking away. With
adequate practice though, this should not be necessary. At the same time, never place your
hands behind your back because a chicken is an animal and it is impossible to predict what an
animal is going to do, especially in an unfamiliar setting. Therefore, it is best to leave your
hands at your sides or on the edge of the table. You should have the chicken placed on a piece
of carpet approximately 30 X 45 cm (12"x18") to help the bird maintain footing
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Showing Your Bird to the Judge
Head - Holding in the left hand at shoulder height, show both sides of the head. Use right hand
thumb or index finger on beak to turn head, while also turning left hand slightly when showing
the other side of the bird's head.
Wings - Spread wings to show feather pattern and condition as well as the top and bottom of
the wing. Remember, the right wing is the bird's right wing and left wing is the bird’s left wing.
Under color - Show under color of back and body feathers.
Width of Body - Show width by using span of right hand, between thumb and middle finger
over the back.
Breastbone - Show breastbone by turning the back of the bird against your body with the left
hand. With right hand, grasp legs and pull to your right while sliding left hand to breast to
expose breast between fingers of the left hand.
Feet and Legs - Show feet and legs by placing bird against your body with head up, using left
hand. With right hand, show feet and spread toes.
Tail – Holding in the left hand at shoulder height, use right hand to show the tail.
Note: When asked to show a part to the judge continue to do so until instructed to show
another part or place bird back on the table (even if the judge is not looking at your bird).

The Showperson
Be neat and appropriately dressed for the occasion. A white lab coat is the standard dress code
although a white shirt is acceptable if a lab coat is unavailable. Carry out actions in a confident
manner always being considerate of your bird, fellow show people and the judge. The judge
should have your attention at all times (always keep your eyes on the judge).

Questions the Judge May Ask
Be prepared to answer questions about your bird with reference to:
Parts - The judge may ask you to show any part of the bird, not just those listed above. For a
detailed list of parts see the leader’s manual. When showing any part lift your bird from the
table and show the part to the judge, do not simply point to the part while the chicken stands
on the table.
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Defects and Disqualifications - The judge may ask the member to list a number of defects
and/or disqualifications. They may ask for permanent or non-permanent disqualifications.
When asked for these, it is best to indicate breed specific defects and disqualifications as this
shows your knowledge of the breed, unless specifically asked for general defects and or
disqualifications.
Diseases - The judge may ask the show person to name a number of diseases poultry are
susceptible to or questions about a specific disease.
Breed and Variety Characteristics - The judge may ask specific questions about the breed and
even variety of breed you are showing. Be sure to be prepared to answer any questions
pertaining to the breed and variety you are showing. Some examples include standard weight
for a pullet and a cockerel or the origin of your breed. Much of this knowledge can be found in
the standard of perfection book.
Note: The judge is not limited to asking only questions about your bird, they may ask you
questions about other birds being shown in the same class.

Switching Birds
You may be asked to temporarily switch birds with another show person in the class. If this is
the case, be sure the judge or the member you are switching with is in control of your bird
before leaving it. Once you reach your new bird re-adjust it so as to show it to its best
advantage, which may be different than the breed you are showing. Even if the bird is already
standing well, still make a slight adjustment to show the judge you are knowledgeable about
this breed. Be prepared to answer any questions the judge might ask about this different breed
and do so confidently.

Changing Spots
Any time you move from one spot to the next on the table (hopefully up) pick up your bird and
hold it as described earlier, pick up your mat and walk to your new spot on the table. This is an
excellent opportunity to discretely shake any manure from your mat. Place your mat and bird
on the table and pose your bird to its best advantage. Be sure to keep your eyes on the judge
while all this is happening.

At The End of the Class





Carry bird away and return to coop, placing head first into the cage.
Do not stop showing your bird until it is off the table and you are on your way to the
cage.
Always be a gracious winner and loser.
The judge’s decision is final and should be respected.
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Special Note to Poultry Members:
It is acceptable to show a pullet as opposed to a rooster although roosters often pose much
better and are much ‘showier’. In some cases, the rooster may be too large for a younger
member to comfortably show and if this is the case it is best to show a pullet.
Although it is acceptable to use either hand (right or left) to hold the bird and to use either
hand to show the head, wings, etc., members are encouraged to use their left hand to hold the
bird. Members who hold birds with their right hand are reminded that when posing the bird, all
birds should be facing the same direction; and if using the opposite hand, showmanship skills
may appear to be rougher.
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Rabbit Showmanship
Showing Your Rabbit to the Judge (70 points)
Show person’s Actions

Judge May Take Marks For:

Carrying Your Rabbit
To carry your rabbit, the usual method is to
grasp the fold of skin over the shoulders with
your right hand while putting your left hand
under the rump, to support the weight, and lift
into the left arm, tucking the head under the
left elbow. If the rabbit prefers the head may be
left out. The most important thing is to always
have control of your rabbit.

Loss of control of your rabbit; No support
of the body; Unruly animal.

Posing Your Rabbit
Always pose your rabbit facing your left, unless
a different pose is specified by the judge If
asked to pose to best advantage, the pose
chosen depends on the breed as well as good
points or faults your rabbit may have.
When asked to show a different view, the
easiest method is to use your hands on each
side of the rabbit and move using smooth
quarter turns.

Failure to pose the rabbit to its advantage;
failure to straighten the tail when posing
for a rear view; failure to smooth out the
rabbit after moving; general difficulty in
posing the rabbit or failing to pose in the
view requested.

Showing the Ears
Open the ears so that the judge can see deep
into the ear. Be sure to show both ears. Using
quarter turns, move the rabbit in the other
direction to show the other ear.

Failure to show both ears; failure to turn
to the other side.

Showing the Eye/Checking for Blindness
Leave rabbit on the table and ensure to show
both eyes, use quarter turns to show the
opposite side. Be sure the ears are not in the
way (especially with lops) while showing the
eyes. Make vertical motions near the eye and
check eyes for cloudiness.

Failure to show both eyes.

Showing the Nose or Checking for Snuffles
Turn the rabbit over and tilt head toward the
judge to show nose clearly. If checking for
snuffles, also check the inside of the front feet
for signs of caked mucus.

Failure to have control; failure to check
front feet for signs of snuffles
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Show person’s Actions

Judge May Take Marks For:

Showing the Teeth
Turn the rabbit over and while tilting head
toward judge, using thumb and index finger,
gently part the lips to show the teeth. Your
hand should be behind rather than in front of
the mouth.

Difficulty in keeping control of the rabbit;
failure to part lips to expose teeth

Showing the Straightness of the Front Legs
You do this by turning the rabbit over and with
your hand behind the front legs push both
elbows forward causing the rabbit to straighten
out the legs.

Failure to straighten the legs; loss of
control of the rabbit

Showing the Straightness of the Hind Legs
Pick the rabbit up and with its rump resting on
the mat gently run your hand down the
Failure to straighten the legs; loss of
stomach until legs are straight. You can also do
control of the rabbit.
this by turning the rabbit over and placing your
hand in front of the legs and pushing toward the
back which will straighten the legs.

Showing the Toenails
Flip the rabbit over and show the toenails by
pushing the thumb into the center of the paw.
Push back fur with index finger if necessary to
see the toenails. Don’t forget to show the
dewclaw on the front feet. Be sure to show all
four feet unless instructed otherwise.

Failure to show the dewclaw. Failure to
show the nails on all four feet. Inability to
keep control of the animal or show the
toenails. Rabbits with overly long nails.

Checking the Hocks
Show bottom of back feet to the judge, rubbing
the fur to check for thickness of fur on the hock
of for signs of soreness or bare patches.

Failure to show both hocks

Checking the Sex
Show the sex to the judge. Clamp tail between
index and second finger; place thumb below
vent area; and push toward front of rabbit.
Check the testicles if a male. Return to posted
position.

Failure to check sex. Incorrect
identification of the sex. Failure to check
the testicles on a male. Control problems.

Showing the Tail
Turn the rabbit to have the hind end facing the
judge. Straighten the tail by gently pulling
upward.

Leaving the rabbit sitting on tail.
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Show person’s Actions

Judge May Take Marks For:

Checking for Ruptures and Abscesses
Run your hand over the chest and abdomen
area to check for any abnormal lumps. Turn the
rabbit upright and run the hands over the entire
body as well.

Failure to check the rabbit thoroughly.

Checking Fur Quality, Cleanliness,
Condition and Density
Stroke the fur toward the rabbit’s head showing
fur going back to normal position to show
quality and cleanliness. Stroke rabbit from head
to rear and show your clean hand to the judge
to show the fur condition. Blow into the fur to
show the density. On Rex rabbits, pat the fur to
show the density.

Unclean, stained animal or animal in
excessive moult. Animals in poor
condition, animals with diseases. Not
knowing the difference between quality,
condition, and density.
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Appearance, Actions and Knowledge of General Rabbit Information (30 points)
Show person’s Actions
Appearance (10 points)

Judge May Take Marks for:

Be neat and appropriately dressed for the
occasion. Be sure to check the required dress
code for rabbits as listed in the front of this
manual.

Unclean apparel, no footwear, chewing
gum, long hair falling on rabbit, long neck
tie that interferes, unsafe or unsuitable
clothing, wearing a hat (with the exception
of a sun-safe hat in an outdoor ring).

Action (10 points)
Carry out actions in a confident manner, always
being considerate of your animal, fellow show
persons, and the judge. The judge should have
your attention at all times so that they don’t
have to come to you to get your attention to
move your rabbit or take some other action. Eye
contact is very important. If asked to move to
another position on the table, pick up your
animal and move behind other show persons.
Make sure to move in the appropriate direction
to allow someone else to move into a space as
they were instructed.

Unnecessary pauses or slowness,
repetition of movements, routine not in
order, rough handling of animals,
awkward movements, failure to follow
instruction, lack of eye contact.

Knowledge (10 points)
Be prepared to answer questions about your
rabbit with reference to parts, faults,
disqualifications, eliminations, breed and variety
Inability to answer questions correctly.
characteristics, especially of the breed you
show; and general rabbit raising information,
such as diseases and cures, feeding, breeding,
etc.
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Sheep Showmanship
In showmanship, you are judged on your ability to groom, control and present an animal to
bring out its best characteristics. The first step is preparation. Starting early, and putting your
time and effort into training your lamb to stand and be handled, will put you well on your way
to being a successful sheep showman.

Show Ring Procedures


Please refer to the front of this guide for the dress code for 4-H Nova Scotia members
showing sheep. Be sure to be dressed neatly and be clean when entering the ring.



It is key to be ready to enter the ring when your class is called. This means keeping track
of earlier classes and knowing the amount of time needed to have you and your animal
ready so that you can arrive early to ringside before your class. It’s also a good idea to
take your animal for a walk before you enter the ring so that they get used to the
surroundings and new noises.



Circle the ring clockwise at a brisk walk, with your animals head held up but in a natural
position. Hold your animal with your left hand under the jaw. Ideally you should not
have to use your right hand when showing; however it may be placed on the dock in
order to urge the lamb on.



Always keep your lamb between yourself and the judge (i.e. when the judge moves
around your animal the showman moves as well to achieve this. When switching sides
always cross in front of your lambs head. (Fig. 1)

Figure 1: Movement of member from one side of the animal to the other side when judge
circles
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Walk your animal straight towards and away from the judge when they are directly
behind or in front of your lamb.



Always maintain complete control of your lamb and be smooth, calm and confident in
your motions when moving around your lamb.



It’s important to keep one eye on the judge and the other on your animal at all times. A
good showman knows where the judge is and the position of their animal at all times.
Always be looking for hand signals and directions.



When directed to stop in the ring or when you are placed in the lineup, your lamb
should have all legs placed square underneath of them. The hind feet are positioned
with your right hand and the front feet may be positioned with your right hand or by
lifting the animal up slightly at the breast bone and setting it down again. This technique
is most efficient and will position the feet in the proper place.



When the judge moves in to handle your lamb along the back and loin, you should stand
up in front of your lamb and allow your lamb to brace itself and push up against your
knee/leg.



Be prepared to answer questions about your animal. Questions may include, birth date,
breed, weight, best physical quality of your lamb, worst physical quality of your lamb
and what you are doing as a showman to fix a bad characteristic.



The judge may look at the fleece of your animal. After the judge has moved on to look at
the next animal, be sure to smooth the fleece back into place with your hand and make
sure your lamb is still set up properly.



The judge may ask you to flip your lamb. Hold the head with your left hand and reach
over and under your lamb and grasp the hind left leg. Lift your lambs head and back leg
at the same time, flipping the animal into a sitting position.



If the judge asks to see the feet, flip your lamb into the sitting position and then show
each individually.



If the judge asks to see the teeth of your animal, you may flip or leave your lamb
standing. To show the teeth separate the lips to expose the teeth with your fingers.



Never move or lift your lamb by grasping the wool. The proper place to grasp the wool is
on the sides and bottom of your lamb’s jaw.
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If you have the chance to be the first in to the ring, go for it. First impressions go a long
way in the judges’ mind. It is important for the first showman in the ring to set the pace,
leading the animal at a brisk pace in a large circle.



When leading sheep into the ring or into position, the left hand should be grasping the
wool under the jaw, the right hand is placed on the dock in order to urge the lamb on
and also to keep it more under control. For mature sheep, rope or leather halters can be
used.



Position the lamb so the feet are squarely under each corner of the body.



The hind feet are positioned with the hands. The front feet can be positioned with the
right hand or by lifting the animal up slightly and setting it down again; the feet will set
down in their proper place.



The show person’s position is at the head of the lamb and a little to the left side. The left
hand should have a tight hold under the jaw. Do not pull the wool.



It is optional as to whether a show person kneels on the right knee or remains in a
squatting position with both feet squarely on the ground or floor. The latter method
lends itself to ease in moving the lamb when required by the judge or ringmaster.



When the judge handles your lamb along the back, stand up in front of the lamb and
hold the fleece on either side of the jaw.



A slight pressure by your knee against the chest or girth of the lamb, when the judge
handles along the back, will help keep the back straighter.



Occasionally, you may have to hold your lamb on the right side only when you are
blocking the judge’s view from the left side.



The lamb should not be moved or lifted by catching the wool. The proper place for
catching the wool when holding or moving a lamb is under the jaw, or on either side of
the jaw.



Dress code requirements for sheep members are listed in the front of the Sheep project
newsletter.



Sheep members should be aware of accepted sheep dressing, (e.g. card and comb a
Suffolk but never card and comb a Scottish Blackface.)
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When leading your lamb in the ring, always travel in a clockwise direction, making sure
to leave sufficient space between you and your fellow competitors. Make sure you
watch the judge closely so you can follow their directions accurately.



If the judge asks you to turn your sheep over, there are a number of ways you can do
this. You can hold the head with your left hand and reach over and under the animal
until you reach her hind left leg. Lift both the head and back leg at the same time
flipping the animal into a sitting position.



Once your animal is flipped, the judge may ask you to show the feet. This involves
holding each one individually.



The judge may also ask to see the teeth of your animal. This too can best be achieved
when the animal is in a sitting position. Merely separate the lips to expose the teeth
with your fingers.



Walk the animal straight away from or towards the judge when they are directly behind
or in front of the sheep.



When asked to move your lamb to another place in the line, you may lead forward, turn
and come back through the spot exited, turn again and lead into the position designated
by the judge, or lead to the end of the line and into the designated place, depending on
how large the class is.



When the judge motions your placement, proceed promptly to the lineup, and pull in so
that you are even with the animals already placed.



When instructed to change place in line, lead forward and turn right. Learn the below
figures 2-5 to know the correct direction to take.

Figure 2: Switching placings in a sheep showmanship class
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Figure 3: Repositioning your lamb in a sheep showmanship class

Figure 4: Switching positions in a sheep showmanship class

Figure 5: Switching placings in a sheep showmanship class
Figure 1: Courtesy of Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Services, Oklahoma State University “Sheep Showmanship” November 2009.
http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-2780/N-655web.pdf
Figures 2-5: Courtesy of R. Kipp, Mississippi State University, November 2009. http://www.msucares.com/pubs/publications/p2210.htm
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Top Showperson Tips


Start early, a small lamb is much easier to handle and therefore train to stand. If you
wait until your lamb becomes big and strong, it may get away and never learn how to
pose to its best advantage.



Know the standards for your breed of lamb when it comes to fitting (i.e. a Suffolk Sheep
is card and combed but a Scottish Blackface is never fitted in this way).



Arrive early before the show, have a schedule and plan to follow according to when you
show. Make sure your animal is taken care of at all times. Coming prepared will set you
on the right pace for the day.



If you are not the first showmanship class in the ring, one should use the opportunity to
watch the first class and learn how the judge is moving the animals and what they are
asking them to do. This will better prepare you, by knowing what to expect when you
enter the ring.



Always be calm when showing. This will also help keep your lamb calm if it has been
sufficiently trained.



When the judge moves in to handle your lamb along the back and loin, you should apply
a slight pressure with your knee against the chest of the lamb; this will help keep its
back straighter.



The judges’ first line up is generally not their final placing’s, and therefore you shouldn’t
become discouraged or quit showing until you leave the ring.



Listen to the judges’ reasons. If there is something that they pinpoint that you can
improve on, take that lesson and either practice it or remember it for your next show.
Build on the skills you have!



No matter where you place, at the end of your class you should feel confident knowing
that you have competed and presented yourself and your animal to the best of your
ability and in a professional manner.



A good showman will always be courteous and maintains a sportsmanlike attitude
throughout the show. Always maintain a positive attitude and learn by watch more
experienced showmen, to help you gain useful skills.
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Waterfowl Showmanship
Showing waterfowl is fun and rewarding if you take some time to work with your birds before
the show date.

Preparing for the Show


To prepare for the show, your birds should be allowed to bath in a tub of clean fresh water
and then be bedded in clean fresh bedding so that they will remain clean for the show. Do
this well before the show so that your birds will be dry by the time you go in the ring. It can
be done on the morning of an afternoon class, but your birds must be dry and ready by the
time the class starts.



Just before entering the ring remember to wipe off any dirt that has stuck to the legs and
clean any debris that may have collected around the vent.



Take a mat/carpet to the ring with you for your duck or goose to stand on. The mat should
not be wild in colour as the judge’s eyes will be drawn to the mat and away from your bird.
The colour of the mat should make the bird’s colour stand out.



If you have been standing around with your bird under your arm waiting for your class, do
yourself the favour of putting the bird down on the ground for a moment before entering
the ring. This will allow your bird to “use the bathroom” so to speak before it gets to the
show ring.

The Showmanship Class


Once in the ring there is one main difference between duck and geese showmanship. The
gander show person is not required to hold the gander in his\her left hand during the
showing and in\between elements as is the drake show person. Rather the gander if it is in
the “heavy” or “medium” category of the standard will be allowed to remain on the table in
between the showing of the different elements, and for the showing of the wings.



Remember, when the judge asks to see the right wing - it’s the bird’s right wing.



All of the parts of the duke/drake and goose/gander are shown in a similar manner to
poultry. You are required to show the head, legs and feet, breast bone, or keel, under color,
wings, fluff, eye and width of back and overall body (set up on table so judge can see how
the bird stands and its overall shape). A good show person will be able to quickly respond
when the judge asks him or her what is being looked for in any one of the particular
elements above. For example, when the judge looks at the head, they are checking for
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scoop bill, and dullness that might be present in the eyes indicating illness, and colour of
feathers.


Although it is acceptable to use either hand to show; it is strongly advised that you hold
your bird in your left hand and use your right to show its parts.



Make sure that your bird is facing left when standing on the table end to end.



Make sure to maintain eye contact with the judges.



Know the APA classes for ducks and geese. (E.g., Indian Runner - Light Class; African
Goose - Heavy Class)



You should know your own bird’s weight limits, colour and disqualifications to their
breed.



In general you should be familiar with diseases and illnesses and economic qualities
(e.g., meat, eggs, ornamental, etc.)



Members should be able to point out both good and bad qualities for their own bird.



Members should know various breeds of waterfowl and their characteristic. Don’t forget
geese as they are also part of the waterfowl project.
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Projects Not Recognized in 4-H Nova Scotia
Swine Showmanship


The show person should be clean and neat; required dress code is listed in the front of
this manual under “Dress Code For Livestock Classes”.



Make sure the animal is clean, well-groomed, and well trained.



Be alert, polite, and courteous to officials and other show persons.



Keep your animal under control and watch the judge for directions.



Be prepared to answer questions, on your animal such as: date of birth, breed, etc.



Be prompt entering the ring and do not talk with other show persons or spectators
while showing your animal.



The show person stands or walks close to the animal at all times. Do not kneel or crouch
when showing swine, except when necessary to bring the animal to a halt.



A show cane or show stick should be used in directing the pig around the holding pen or
in the show ring.



The show person should carry a soft brush to assist in keeping the hair smooth or
brushing off any chaff or dust that may get on the exhibit.



Move the pig slowly except when the judge asks you to pose the animal.



The pig should be trained to move with a light touch of the cane on the side, and to stop
with a touch of the cane on the snout.



The pig’s direction can be changed by touching the pig’s neck or face on the opposite
side you wish the pig to turn.



Keep the pig’s head up at all times. This can be achieved by keeping the pig moving or
when the pig is standing still, touch the pig under the jaw with the cane.



The show cane can be used to position the feet when the animal is being posed for the
judge and position the feet squarely under the pig.
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Oxen Showmanship


Conformation is not considered, however, cleanliness of animals is as it is a reflection of
the members’ activity. You want your team to look good.



The dress code is noted in the front of this manual under “Dress Code for Livestock
Classes”.



When entering the ring, walk clockwise. However, be able to do it counter clockwise
also, as the judge may ask you to.



Pay attention to both the animal and the judge - watch for the judge’s signals.



Keep control of your team - walk at a good pace, keep heads up. When asked to stop,
stand them up square. May also be asked to back up, go ahead and lineup.



Keep your oxen between you and the judge - show them off to your best ability.



Do not use a chain in a showmanship class.



Hold your whip over the shoulder, with the last looped a little (if right-handed, hold it
over your right shoulder).



The judge may ask you questions. For example, what breed your oxen are, where they
came from, how old they are, etc.



If the judge pushes or touches your animal, you should inconspicuously fix it.



You may be asked to switch teams with another member. When you go to that new
team of oxen, be sure that they are standing square and heads up - now you must show
them off to your best ability.
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